
ium that has already imposed 
of every man, woman, and 

as a greater impact. And when even 
s have large results, imagine the sort 

en daring greatly. The course 

have died, or fallen back into 
rism. These worlds need people to come make them 

hem back into the light. Such 
ety of skills: they must be 

rers, they must be builders, they must be leaders. They 
have the courage to take on the power of a raw world 

victorious. These explorers, these builders, 
have a name. They are called World Tamers. 

le World Tamers Handbook brings to Traveller@: The New Era a 
a in which to adventure: the ragged border of civilization, the 

of the unknown on a thousand worlds that do not know the light 
ion. World Tamers Handbook provides material to create 

campaigns in which characters push humanity's knowledge out 
e Wilds, Bootstrap campaigns in which characters lift low-tech 

s out of barbarism, and Colony campaigns in which 
ters found and lead expeditions to repopulate entire worlds. 

do this, World Tamers Handbook provides rules on colonial 
cs and infrastructure which allow players and referees alike to 
nd what makes a colony run, and what decisions need to be 

ensure success. These rules are not only useful for the 
this book, but can be used to flesh out societies in any 

The New Era campaign or adventure. 
dition, expanded rules on world generation allows referees tc  
the details needed by players conducting detailed survey 

rations in advance of the colony transports. 
nally, additional design sequences expand on the information 

contained in Fire, Fusion, h Steel to allow the design of black powdei 

*vorld can be a big, rough, wild place, but no world is too big, toc 
h nr too wild for characters bold enough to be called world tamers. 

reapons, bow weapons, and low-technology ground transportation. 
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World Tamer ('warld tam-ar) I .  A member of a team of 
professional exploren, technicians, and social engineers sent to 
a low-technology world with the mission of advancing the 
world's technological and productive capacities and reintegrat- 
ing that worldinto the intentellarconlmunity. 2. Aprofessional, 
experienced leader of a colonizing expedition sent to settle an 
unpopulatedor verylowpopulation primitive world with colonists 
from a relatively high tech mother world. 3. Any individual 
working to upliift, colonize, or civilize an isolated, uninhabited, or 
primitive world. 

The World Tamers Handbook is a Traveller: The New Era 
sourcebook as well as several adventure campaigns built around the 
themeof rebuilding shattered worlds nearthe Reformation Coalition 
(or other surviving pocketsof civilization). In either role, it is intended 
for use with CDW's Traveller: The New Era roleplaying rulebook. 
Traveller: The New Era i s  referred to as "TNE" for simplicity 
throughout this book. Other required materials are a t  least one 10- 
sided die, at least two six-sided dice, and pencils and paper. A 
calculator is  highly recommended. The Fire, Fusion, and Steel 
technical architecturesourcebook will also be necessaryin conjunc- 
tion with someof thedesign sequencesin this book. Brilliant Lances, 
the TNE starship com bat boardgame, may also be used to resolve space 
combat scenarios fought during the adventure campaign. 

Source Book 
As a source book, World Tamers Handbook (WTH) provides 

referees with expanded or new information on the following subjects: 
.A playable planetary economic model, including agricultural, 

raw materials, and industrial components, fully interlinked with the 
characteristics of planetary environment 

*Star and planetary system generation and detailing 
*Expanded planetary survey rules that  mate with the planetary 

economic model, allowing players to seek out worlds suited for 
habitation and development 

.Rules for acclimatization to new environments 
*Battalion-level mass combat rules, allowing the resolution of 

*Archaicweaponsdesig n sequencesincluding black powdersmall 

*New equipment based on the new design sequences plus three 

As a sourcebook, World Tamers Handbook allows you to create 

large-scale combat in Traveller 

arms, black powder cannons, and bows 

new starships suited for colonization missions 

a world and build a civilization on it from scratch. 

Campaigns 
World taming is a big, complex topic for a TNE campaign. Your 

players will be shaping the destiny of a world as they interact with 
local NPCs and try to convince them of the benefits of civilization, or 
as they lead a group of colonists on a raw frontier world. World tamer 
campaigns can be played on various levels of detail, from high-level 
planning and decision-making to low-level roleplaying. Often, a 
given campaign will shift from level to level as the situation and the 
players' interests warrant. For example, worlds will be surveyed and 
the world tamer team can meet and interact with animals or 
indigenous inhabitants on a day-to-day, one-on-one basis. This low 
level campaign action may shift to a higher level with progress 
occurring month to month as the players administer the world- 
taming effort as the leaders of a colonization team. However, sudden 
events, such as an attack by a hostile power, political unrest, or 
natural disasters, mayshift thecampaign focus backtothe low, person- 
to-person level as a crisis is resolved with work, negotiation, or combat 

World Tamers Handbook offers three campaign scenarios and 
material to create a myriad of others. The three scenarios are the 
Survey adventure, Bootstrap campaign, and Colony campaign. 
Thesescenarios usedifferentcombinationsofthe material presented 
in the World Tamers Handbook, and referees will need to make a 
number of decisions before beginning play. Depending on the 
desired mix of high and low level play and the amount of pre- 
generated background t h a t  will be needed, referees will use this 
handbook in one of several ways. This organizational material is 
presented, broken down by scenario type, beginning a t  the top of 
the facing page. 
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CHAPTER 2: ORGANIZING YOUR CAMPAIGN 
Campaign (kam 'Mn) n. 7. A series of military operations with a particular 

objectivein a war. 2. A series oforganized, plannedactions forapcrtiarw-pwpose. 

CI/O~C€S 
Before beginning your World Tamers adventure you must make a 

number of choices to set a background tone. Thechoices you make 
depend on your experience asaTravellerrefereeand theexperience 
and interestsofyour players.Arethemembersofyourgroup novices 
interested in both learning the Traveller roleplaying game system 
and having a rousing good time? Then hire them on as security 
specialists for a bootstrap or colony expedition. Are your Traveller 
players really experienced and the kind that would rather use 
Persuasion, Act/Bluff, and other Charisma-related skills to convince 
low tech indigenous farmers that  it's better to use an iron plow to till 
a field than an iron spear to kill a man? Then have them lead a 
bootstrap expedition into the Primary AO, uplift friendly primitives, 
and help them protect themselves from hostile neighbors. 

Read the campaign possibilities in this book and weigh them 
against the interests of your players. Many of the campaign themes 
are fairly cerebral, with such mundane but important activities as 
establishing a local economyor determining whether available food 
supplies will last until the next crop comes in, and if not, what to do 
about it. Not as glamorous as a firefight, but just as much a matter 
of life and death. More advanced players might prefer playing this 
type of role. Other players, however, might prefer playing the cops 
on a colonial expedition who keep order and solve crimes on the wild 
frontier. 

LEVELS 
The term "levels" describes the degree of involvement of players 

with NPCs in a campaign. There are basically two approaches to 
playing a world tamer campaign (or, indeed, any roleplaying 
campaign): low level and high level, but by combining elements of 
these two approaches, a referee can establish any level in between, 
based on the needs of the campaign action and the interests of the 
players. 

Low: Low-level roleplaying places the players down in the cam- 
paign interacting with NPCs and the referee in "real time,'' one-on- 
one. Time is measured in seconds in a firefight, minutes during 
personal interaction or perhaps in four-hour increments if the players 
are travelling overland. In a high-level campaign, player characters 
may order their troops into battle, but in a low-level campaign, the 
P G  are the ones pulling the triggers. 

High: High-level roleplaying pulls players back from direct inter- 
action on a roleplaying level.The playersare are high-leveldecisionmakers, 
and the time scale is often stretched out into weekly or monthly 
increments. For example, players examining the resources of a world to 
determine how best to create a productive societythere are engaged in 
high-level roleplaying. Or, in another vein, in a low-level campaign, the 
P G  are concerned about surviving through the current firgght In a 
high-level campaign, the PCs are concerned about planning and 
supplying campaigns, where to send the army next if the battle is won, 

Hlgh-Low Interface: Both levels of roleplaying are found in many 
campaigns, and this presents a challenge to the referee. Even the 
most cerebral colony campaign can be punctuated by low-level play 
as unexpected events happen and crises have to be handled. In a 
sense, a high-level campaign can be thought of as a "scenario 
generator" for low-level roleplaying as important decision points occur. 

The challenge to the referee is to be able to shift rapidly from the 
general, in which the players manipulate economic inputs on a 
monthly basis, to the specific, in which they could use their skills to 
stop a disease, persuade an unruly rebel, or defeat an invading 
enemy army. This requires the referee to have a clear understanding 
of the world that is being modelled: what individual-level, one-on- 
one adventures will have an input visible up at the high level? 

This is easiest if the referee has planned when toshiftthecampaign 
from high to low level, but there may also come times when the 
players decide that they want to "get their hands dirty" and go out 
and do some world taming on their own. 

Perhaps this involves appearing before a gathering of disgruntled 
citizens and attempting to persuade them to work a little harder, 
even though there's not much food right now. Perhaps it means 
hunting down and killing a dangerous local animal that has been 
preying on livestock. These details will be related to rolls on the 
various random events tables, and to the referee's vision for the 
course of the campaign, but these high-low transitions will clearly 
requireadeftandskillful touch bythe referee. Detailsandsuggestions 
forthesettansitions are presented in the Bootstrap and Colonychapters. 

CAMPAlGNS 
The three adventure/campaigns presented in this book focus on 

different activities, high/low level flavor, and material elsewhere in 
t h i s  book that they will draw on. 

Survey 
Surveying worlds near the Reformation Coalition is usually the 

responsibility of the Reformation Coalition Exploratory Service, 
which provides data used to plan bootstrap and colony operations. 
However, the RCESoften usesfree-lancersfor survey and intelligence 
gathering missions, and here is where the PCs come in. RCES may 
recruitthem tosurveyoneor morestarsystems and their planets. Or, 
they may independently find a world suitable for a bootstrap 
operation or colonization, survey it, and sell the information to the 
RCES.Asurveycan bean adventurein itself, or itcan be the beginning 
phase of a long-term bootstrap or colonization campaign. 

If the survey is  leading up to a bootstrap campaign, much may 
already be known about the target world. However, detailed maps 
of the world's features and studies of the world's weather and 
climate need to be made, as well as ground surveys of its 
agricultural and mineral resources. In this case, skip the star 
system details and go to page 9 of the Survey chapter. 

orwhat to do if it 
loses? Which of 
these levels is 
most interest- 
ing? That de- 
pends on the 
interests of the 
players. 

If the survey 
is leading up to 
a colonization 
campaign, the 
survey maywell 
bedealing with 
aworld andstar 
system that are 
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